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Introduction
Scholars and practitioners have paid special attention to (dis)satisfaction for many dec8YbµYÂb½ubb²8OµbµÂµÈb²½µbËqÂbObOµÂb²Ë8½ËºµÉ½O}uFbhaviour (Bolton, 1998; Lam et al., 2004; Roos, 1999; Zeithaml et al., 1996). In this line,
it is widely accepted that one of the main drivers of customers’ exit is dissatisfaction
experienced after a service failure (Coulter and Ligas, 2000; Roos, 1999), which has led
to an increasing interest in service recovery strategies. These strategies encompass all
the actions carried out by the provider to reduce or eliminate the negative consequences
experienced by a customer after a service failure (Grönroos, 1990; Kelley and Davis,
1994).
Service failures and service recovery attempts are crucial moments of truth for companies (Schoefer and Ennew, 2005; Smith and Bolton, 2002). As Stewart (1998) points out,
when a customer has decided to exit it is too late to attempt recovery, which highlights
the importance of detecting early signs of dissatisfaction (Hart et al., 1990).
Service failure and service recovery research has a long tradition in marketing (Holloway and Beatty, 2003; Tax et al., 1998). Nevertheless, there are still several issues
that deserve investigation (Hoffman et al., 2003; Mattila and Ro, 2008; McCollough et
al., 2000). In this regard, even though scholars increasingly accept that post-purchase
behaviour is triggered by emotions and not only by cognition (Agarwall and Malhotra,
ÁÏÏp· uc8YÐY²bÂVÁÏÏs· ucb½8¢VÁÏÏp· obY8Y bVÁÏÏ¸ V½}bbY8½bY²Y²bO½bnnbO½nµbµbOoOb½µOµÂb²Fb}8ÈÂ²µµ½ÂOb8²¢
As Mattila and Ro (2008) point out, ‘although prior studies imply that service failures
YÂObbu8½Èb8nnbO½µV²bµb8²O}YµO²b½bb½µ8Y½}b²qÂbObFb}8ÈÂ²8
²bµµbµµ8Ou¯¢+bOoO8ËV½}bbÊµ½bObn8Ynnb²b½bnnbO½bY8½bYFËYµµ8½µfaction or direct) of some discrete emotions on negative word-of-mouth (NWOM) and
bÊ½}8µ²bObÈbYµO8½8½½b½V8YbÈbbµµ½}bobYn½Â²µ¢
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